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Ever had a problem managing strong emotions? Ever hurt someone you love by your

uncontrolled anger? Welcome to the human race! Lear how to improve communications,

relationships, and assertiveness while decreasing tension, shame, guilt, and conflict. Thinking

about anger in positive terms is alien to most people’s experiences. However, a healthy

expression of emotions - anger included - is a component for building and maintaining

successful relationships. This is instead of the past chaos and pain, guilt , and shame when

trying to live in an unattainable perfect world based upon another’s definition. This book

contains techniques necessary for letting go of codependency, disappointment, and confusion

by using emotions in a healthy and constructive manner. This change allows love and respect

to flourish by building relationships instead of destroying them. What to Do While You Count to

10 decreases a guilty conscience about how your anger hurts others and increases the

necessary coping skills to change powerful and sometimes destructive emotions into a positive

force for good. Read about a sample therapy session and learn to recognize unmanaged

emotions and understand how to deal with them. From the wisdom found in this magical little

book, you will be better able to express love, instead of destruction often confused with love. * *

*In the fearless pursuit of happiness, many people find stress relief when they look inwardly to

find their strength. One of the best stress relievers is working 12-step program such as AA, NA,

Al-Anon, Adult Children of Alcoholics.Other self-help books available: Love is Not Enough and

Gilligan’s Notes. Enjoy other books of inspiration poetry: Professor of Pain, Iron Mask, and Red

Roses ‘n Pinstripes. This book is also a marriage builder often used in conjunction with

marriage counseling and those addicted to love. What to Do While You Count to 10 includes

serenity quotes, happy love quotes, and happy life quotes. It fits well with those who embrace

love peace quotes and serenity prayer quotes. Enjoy reading about a wounded man trying to

heal - a sad story with a happy endings.
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ThanksIntroductionSetting the ConversationChapter IChapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter

5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10About the AuthorDedicationI would like to

dedicate this book to all the people I have ever harmed with my unmanaged anger, especially

my daughter, Ginger, and son, Garrett.During the writing of this book, my granddaughter,

Whitney Dean, who was adopted at birth, has reconnected with our family and a hole in my

heart was healed with her arrival. I thank her wonderful parents who raised her and are now

woven into the fabric of my life.I could not have completed this project without the loving

encouragement of Penny, my wife. Her laughter at my grammatical mistakes kept my head

from expansion. She told me the first edition sounded like one of my lectures; that was valuable

feedback so I rewrote it with a twinkle in my eye. Penny embraced this project and she is as

much a part of this book as I am.And ThanksI owe my gratitude to the “Book Committee” for

their valuable insight, humor, and most of all, encouragement.The committee members are:

David Abbott, Michael Atchison, Marc Biondo, Bob Breaux, Graeme Crawford, Dennis Daigle,

Garrett Earle, Connie Fabre, Bill Golden, Summer Johnson, Judith Kenyon, Bob Leibforth, Vint

Massimini, Connie & Ralph Murphy, Jonathan Repa, Janet Repa, Bill Schulenberg, Ron

Schenk, Bob Slaven, Van Landry, Donna Freeman and Jan Zeringue.Out of that group, I would

like to make special mention. I received a very encouraging note from Jan Zeringue; arriving at

a moment of extreme doubt. My two Florida friends’ challenging comments really made me

think, Bob Leibforth and Bob Slaven. My sister Connie and her husband Ralph Murphy gave

me their feedback when I visited them in Virginia and I read their many suggestions at

30,000 feet returning to Louisiana. Bill Schulenberg was the grammar cop who faithfully

prepared this book for the professional editor. Bill’s spirit left this earth before he could see the

result of his influence and I miss his wisdom and friendship.I had two outside consultants: Trent

Didier did the graphic design on the illustrations and book cover and Cliff Carle (the Sherlock

Holmes of Editing) did the professional editing, both were instrumental in the ultimate outcome

of this book.IntroductionCounting to Ten MythWhen anger is used correctly, it can have positive

results! However, this is a strange reality for some people. If you had told me during the first

half of my life that there is a positive side to anger, I would have thought you were crazy.All of

us have witnessed anger destroying relationships, pushing people away, causing pain and

hardship. Thinking about anger in positive terms is alien in most people’s experiences.

However, a healthy expression of anger is a component for building and maintaining successful

relationships! If you want to use anger in a healthy and constructive manner, this book contains

techniques necessary for that change. People who manage their emotions are calmer, the



people they love are happier; and this book provides a blueprint for that change.As a little boy,

when I would get angry, my mother would say, “Count to ten”. Try as I might, I could not make

this advice work for me. By the time I reached the number ten, I was madder than when I

started!Numerous attempts at managing my anger by counting to ten continued well into my

forties. With my long history of blowing my top, I often hurt the very people I loved the most. I

knew I had to change.Over 25 years of working as a therapist helping my clients manage their

anger, I have discovered some powerful anger management tools. I will show you the coping

skills necessary to change anger and other powerful and sometimes destructive emotions into

a positive force for good. I had to learn what was necessary to do while I counted to ten and I

now help others manage their emotions. The simple formula has proven successful for many of

my clients.When people use the lessons in this magical little book, they are able to express

love instead of destruction. I firmly believe you are that person.Is anger ever appropriate? Yes.

What kind of anger is appropriate? Is anger selfish? Often it is considered selfish but what it

really conveys is caring; if a person did not care, why would they be angry? Granted, anger

can be misplaced and is often destructive, but anger generates passion, and that energy, if

used correctly, can be highly constructive.What about other emotions? Can this system work

for the management of grief, revenge, jealousy, despair, etc.? Yes, this system is effective with

the full rainbow of human emotions.Setting the ConversationOn this adventure into anger

management, you will experience mental health counseling sessions where two men discuss

anger. The client has a very destructive anger problem and is devastated with the realization of

the damage his anger has caused his family.Although these characters assume different

names to protect their anonymity, they are both real people and the dialogue is actual. Both

have provided their permission to share this spotlight and they agreed to share this very

personal experience with you.Characters:In these therapy sessions, Mr. Jack Walton is the

mental health client and Mr. Eli Carlson is the licensed Professional Counselor.Jack Walton is

the client. Jack is a recently separated man in his early 40’s with two children and a history of

volatile anger that he acknowledges to be a significant part of the reason for the breakup of his

marriage, and the estrangement from his children. Although no physical abuse occurred, he is

aware of the emotional abuse his behavior caused.His son went through treatment for

substance abuse, but has recently relapsed back into his drug addiction. Jack is now attending

the family portion of his son’s treatment program, and is attending weekly Al-Anon meetings

where he is learning how to deal with his son’s substance abuse problem and how to develop

healthy relationship skills. Jack recognizes he has a severe anger problem that needs to be

changed. At this moment, he is unaware of his daughter’s addiction to alcohol and drugs.Jack

is a successful executive, but the severe economic downturn has substantially affected his

earnings. Because of his company’s current financial trouble, he was terminated, ending a 10-

year employment history.His 20-year marriage was always rocky. Both he and his wife

misused their anger and other strong emotions, and this constant tension turned the love they

once had into bitterness and disdain. Although he wants to reconcile with his wife, he knows

the hostile atmosphere they created is not good for the healthy exchange of love that he

desperately craves, but doesn’t know how to obtain.Jack is a good man with a bad temper; a

man who has a great deal of love in his heart, but his strong unmanaged emotions keep

getting in the way, and cause his love to be destructive, exactly the opposite of want he

wanted.Both his teenage children are acting out with alcohol, drugs, truancy, and sexual

activity. With the loss of his employment, he is experiencing intense financial pressure that has

significantly contributed to the fracturing of his family. He feels guilty and blames himself for all

that has happened to his family.Eli Carlson, LPC is the counselor. Eli specializes in anger



management, substance abuse treatment, and relationship issues, He is in his mid-60’s, once

divorced, and currently enjoying his second marriage of almost 20 years. Many years ago, he

experienced a very intense anger problem that he has since learned to manage.Setting:They

meet in an old house converted to an office building on a busy street located in the state

capital of a Deep South state. They previously had a consultation visit where Jack’s

background information was obtained and a degree of trust was established. The story opens

with Jack’s first actual counseling session with Eli.Chapter IThe Gift of AngerFirst counseling

session—September 30thELI: Good seeing you again.JACK: I’m glad I’m back. I now realize

that I am a large part of my problems, and more importantly, no one can change them but me.

What is on the agenda today?ELI: Whatever you want to work on.JACK: Well, until I learn how

to control my anger, I will continue to piss everyone off!ELI: Well then, should we start on anger

management today?JACK: Anger management? Isn’t that an oxymoron?ELI: Although they

may seem to be conflicting, they actually belong together. Let’s talk about why anger is a

human trait. Why were we created with the ability to get angry?JACK: Beats me. Anger never

worked for me. When I get angry, it seems to hurt everyone, and doesn’t do any good.ELI: Do

you think the ability to get angry is something good, or something evil . . . even something

demonic?JACK: I know no good has come from my anger! I get depressed when I think about

the harm it has done to my family. I’m sure it contributed to the failure of my marriage, and I

know I’ve harmed my kids.ELI: You’ve certainly paid a high price for your anger.JACK: Yes . . .

you can say that again . . . for both me and the people I harmed.ELI: What does anger do for

us? Is there any value in anger, and if so, what is it?JACK: “Do for us”? Come on, Eli, I’m

paying good money for these sessions! Anger does something for us. Forgive my sarcasm,

but does anger make our wives love us more? Do our children think we are “cuddly” and “cute”

when we shout at them? Is that what you mean?ELI: No, I was thinking something more in

the positive sense. Can anger somehow build a relationship? You certainly seem to have

experience with the opposite effect.JACK: Yeah, I really blew it. It was my entire fault. That is

why she left me. Sometimes I wish there was a way to remove my anger—permanently!ELI:  �

Can anger ever be positive?JACK: I have never seen it.ELI: Anger provides two benefits.

There are two reasons why we need anger. Two reasons why humans have the ability to get

angry.JACK: Two? Benefits?ELI: Yeah, two benefits. Could you survive in this world without

the ability to get angry?JACK: I think I’d like to try.ELI: Okay, maybe it is not the anger itself,

but how we use the anger that is the problem. Let’s talk about what would happen if a person

did not have the ability to get angry.JACK: I’d like some of that!ELI: Before you sign up for

losing your ability to get angry, you might want to hear this:Before the invention of psychotropic

drugs, back in the 30’s and 40’s, in mental health hospitals, there was very little doctors

could do for a violent patient—other than put them in straight jacks and confine them to

padded cells.Doctors believed they had no other choice than to perform what’s called a frontal

lobotomy. The operation consisted of cutting the nerves to the frontal lobes, the area of the

brain that experiences feelings.JACK: Maybe that’s what I need . . . a frontal lobotomy. No

feelings. No anger. Simple, problem solved!ELI: It’s only used now in extreme cases, and

your anger does not qualify, The key for you is the management of emotions, not the

elimination.Now, getting back to the old mental health wards—after the operation, the patients

could not get angry. You could slap them in the face and they would register no emotion. That

operation allowed them to be cared for in the mental health hospital, but could that person

survive on the street?JACK: I don’t think so.ELI: Of course not. Anger is a key survival tool in

any culture with any group of people. So, anger does two things for us. First, anger is an early

warning system. Anger is your radar for incoming insults, threats, or other attacks. Without this



radar, we could not react in time, and might be consumed by today’s equivalent of

Tyrannosaurus Rex.JACK: So you’re saying I couldn’t survive without anger.ELI: Correct, you

need your anger to protect yourself.The key word is manage, Jack. You need the ability to get

angry. But just because you are angry doesn’t mean you have to continue to hurt the people

you love.JACK: I really don’t believe you. Sorry.ELI: Quite all right, just don’t discount what I

am saying. Try not to judge it.JACK: Okay . . . just trust you . . . as in “The check is in the mail”?

ELI: �Good one, but yes, you can trust me!Once the anger alerts us to the threat on our

radar screen, the second gift of anger is the necessary energy to deal with the attack.

Should I fight or should I run? Do I need to face T. Rex head-on or run for my life? Just like the

fight or flight syndrome, anger is natural. It is another way we respond to threats, or perceived

slights, offenses, etc.  What are some of the symptoms of anger?
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Susana, “Would definitely recommend. Great book, easy to read, good practical tips.”

Wayne Cheatham, “Were was this book 20 years ago. Great read for all. I had some of the

problem's this author wrote about and could have use the advise in my earlier years. Fortunate

for me I admitted to my self the problem I was facing and have mellowed out in my older years.

Well done Mr. Earle!I bought the Iron Mask and the Red Roses 'n Pinstripes but have not had

the time to read them.”

Gary P. Lane, “Simple But Powerful Concepts!!. A great book! Well worth reading and sharing

with your associates, friends and loved ones. The book is easy to read and simplifies the

understanding of the complex interaction between intellect and emotions. This book has a

much broader application then just management of anger. How we MANAGE OUR EMOTIONS

can have a dramatic positive or negative impact in our lives and the lives of people in our

sphere of influence. The author provides some simple principles and tools that can be easily

used to add value in our daily life and to encourage people.”

Dennis Daigle, “Great Read!. David Earle masterfully approaches a touchy subject and

expounds on the causes and cures without turning off the reader. His book is an entertaining
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read while teaching us how to make our lives better. I couldn't put it down. The mark of a good

book is that you instantly want to look back through it just as soon as you finish the last word in

the last chapter. That is exactly what I did with this book!”

Stephen Albin, “Absolute Read for Anger Management and dealing with others effectively..

Highly recommended!I have read this book and use the techniques described. As a result, I

have better work relationships, better communications with my children, and a greater

understanding of trying to understand others and their true reasons for actions or

communications. I use the I over E concept on a regular basis and it now is in an almost

automatic mode. Read this book and practice the concepts and techniques and you will have

much better method of truly understanding others and your own emotional state. Anger can be

used positively, believe it or not. It is up to YOU to determine how it will be used.The book is not

an "intellectual" or "psycho-garbage" discussion about emotions or anger in specific, it is a

clear set of examples and methods on the basis of your anger and methods of directing your

anger positively for yourself and others. This book is not just for Anger Management! It will help

you deal with all sorts conflicts and necesary discussions where your emotions can easily

become the ruler of the discussion. When you use the I over E methods, you will be able to

direct yourself away from the storm of an emotional conflict / discussion, to a calm reasoning of

the situation and the solutions that are available.Read the book and practice the methods and

you will be surprised how fast your relationships and problem solving skills improve.”

Terry A., “Free to be me!. David Earle has been my counselor and friend for years now. Many

of the other comments here incorporate my thoughts to a tee. What sticks with me after

reading this book is that working on myself is not as boring as I once thought is might be.

Because of David's ability to simplify and break down common problems so that I can

understand them, I've been able to get reaquainted with myself and find out what makes me

tick. I feel freed by knowing what my emotions are. The chart on page 74 provides a great way

to zoom in on what I'm actually feeling.The I/E formula for getting a handle on my emotions is

relevant in today's society and once I understood its meaning, it has helped me in many

everyday challenges. Thank you, David, for unlocking my emotional freedom!”

Kristy M. Canfill, “Awesome book. This book his an easy read and I love it so much I have read

it more than once. I laughed a lot through out this read bc I could relate to the story and it really

made me think of my actions and how I handle situations. It wasn't until I read this book that I

realized that I do have a choice on how to handle situations and it is so simple if you just follow

the guidelines. I constantly have to remind myself I/E ;-). It is definitely worth reading.”

W. W., “Very Helpful and Practical. The author is obviously very knowledgeable on the subject

matter in this great little book. He has distilled the important things down to a level where

almost anybody should be able to find something useful. While its subtitle, "Manage your

Anger- Change your Life", correctly suggests the main focus of the book, it also touches on

various other behaviors, such as substance abuse. A person that is looking for help with anger

management and related issues should find this a valuable read.The book has diagrams,

tables, anecdotes; all well-thought-out to connect on many levels to readers who learn or

communicate in different formats.  It is easy to read and engaging throughout.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 26 people have provided feedback.
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